Originality, benefits and difficulties of clinical research performed by cooperative groups: the experience of an Italian Lung Cancer Study Group.
In the past years, clinical research performed by cooperative groups achieved important results. The trials of adjuvant chemotherapy in breast and colorectal cancer or neoadjuvant treatment in osteosarcoma are cornerstones in the history of medical oncology and highlight the importance of research performed by cooperative groups. However, there are many difficulties for the functioning of cooperative groups: financial support, slow enrollment of patients in clinical trials, insurance related problems and quality control of clinical research. In the last few years, our group focused its interest on lung cancer, both small cell and non-small cell. The group is composed of experts from various disciplines in oncology. The clinical interest of the group has focused on two aspects of lung cancer: quality of life and treatment of elderly patients. Our group is giving significant contributions to the field of lung cancer. Today, large controlled clinical trials are ongoing.